
Dragster Blaster            2-8 
 

OBJECTIVE: 

Dragster Blaster is a unique, exhilarating game that originated from the game “Polo Derby” 

from my first book, No Standing Around in My Gym: Creative Lesson Plans, Games, and 

Teaching Tips for Elementary Physical Education, Human Kinetics Publishers, Inc., October of 

2002. In this bizarre game of building and driving a dragster, students will improve their fitness 

and cardiovascular endurance, offensive and defensive strategies, teamwork, and throwing 

accuracy.    

 

EQUIPMENT:  
 Gatorskin balls (40+; the more the better) 

 Folding Gymnastic Mats (one mat per four players; Figure 1 pictured below shows a 

Crosslink Folding Panel Polyethylene Mats with Velcro-5’x10”x1⅜ Hook and Loop 

Fasteners; item # W4091 at www.ssww.com). 

 Traffic Cones (1 per dragster team; preferably 9-12 inch cones). 

 Scooters (3-4 per team; four 12” inch scooters per team or three 16” scooters per team). 

 Bucket of wristbands (30±; color does not matter). 

        

PROCEDURE:  
Before students arrive, place enough gymnastics mats against each end wall to accommodate 4-6 

players per team. For example, position four mats against each end wall to accommodate a class 

of 48 students or 6 players per team. Or, put 6 mats against each end wall to accommodate a 

class of 48 students or 4 players per team. Place three 16” scooters or four 12” inch scooters on 

top of each mat. Also, place one traffic cone on each team’s mat. Spread out all of the Gatorskin 

balls around the gym. The object of the game is for each team to drive their dragster around the 

gym attempting to destroy all of the opposing team’s cones, while defending their team’s cone 

from being destroyed.  

Instruct students to get into teams of 4-6 and send each team to sit down in front of a 

disassembled dragster to await further instructions. Provide a brief explanation of the Passenger 

and Pusher positions (described below), informing students that they will change position 

frequently during the game. To Begin: a team of four will have two “Passengers” and two 

“Pushers” and a team of six will have two Passengers and four Pushers. Note: Instructions will 

be based on a four person team using a mat and three 16” scooters. On go, each team must 

place their three scooters underneath their mat (See Figure 1). The mat with scooters will be 

referred to as their Dragster. Note: I suggest placing tape on the top of each Dragster to 

designate where to sit and where the traffic cone must be placed (See Figures 2 and 3). Two 

Passengers will sit cross legged on top of the dragster with their traffic cone (energy source) 

placed in the middle of the dragster (See Figure 4). Two Pushers will place their hands on the 

dragster and begin pushing the dragster around the gym.  

Each dragster team will drive around the gym with two goals in mind: 1. Protect their energy 

source (cone) from getting knocked over or off the dragster. 2. Pick up ammunition to destroy all 

other team’s energy sources. Any team whose energy source is destroyed must report to the “Pit 

Stop” (stage or coned off area outside of play). All players must perform an exercise at the Pit 

Stop (prescribed by the teacher) to be able to return to their dragster to reenter the game. Note: 

http://www.ssww.com/


Teammates should switch Passenger/Pusher positions at this time. All teams who destroy a cone 

must immediately switch Passenger/Pusher positions in the field of play and continue the game.  

   
              Figure 1: Building the Dragster           Figure 2: Tape to show where Passengers sit 

 

   
       Figure 3: Cone placement on Dragster        Figure 4: Passengers sitting in proper spots  
 

   
      Figure 5: Proper way to sit on Dragster        Figure 6: Improper way to sit on Dragster 
 

Note: there are no time outs, so protect the energy source when switching positions or repairing 

the Dragster.  



In this game version, play continues with no stoppage. There are no winners or losers. Note: I 

recommend Variation 1 below if you want to add scoring/points to the game to make the game 

more competitive. Identify teams based on the following scoring (Points can be modified at the 

teacher’s discretion): 

1-5 knockdowns or kill shots= Rookie Blaster 

6-10 knockdowns or kill shots = Professional Blaster 

11+ = Top Guns 
 

RULES AND SAFETY: 

1. Pushers may not remove their hands from the dragster at anytime. Pushers may play defense 

by blocking balls, but may NOT pick up balls to destroy energy sources or to hand them to 

the Passengers! 

2. Passengers must always sit cross legged on the dragster while traveling and throwing balls. 

3. Passengers may not get off of the dragster to throw or retrieve balls. Passengers, while 

staying on the dragster may lean over and scoop/pick up balls to use as ammunition.  

4. Passengers may not sit so that their bodies touch the traffic cone or put their arms around 

their traffic cone (See Figures 5 and 6).  

5. Pushers and Passengers must switch each time their team destroys an energy source 

(cone) or when their team’s energy source is destroyed.  

6. Dragsters must always move within the boundaries (basketball end lines and sidelines) to 

avoid crashing into walls.  

7. All crashes or driving outside the boundaries will result in a 5 minute or longer Pit Stop. 

8. Pushers must be careful not to knock over their own energy source. This automatically 

results in a trip to the Pit Stop.  

 

VARIATIONS: 

1. Award points/wristbands each time a dragster team destroys another team’s energy source. 

Immediately upon knocking over a cone, each team is allowed to go and collect one 

wristband from the bucket. The team with the most wristbands collected by the end of each 

round or at the end of class will be declared the Dragster Blaster Champions! 

 


